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Garmin Forerunner 745 offersThe Garmin Forerunner 745 is the successor to the 735XT and still has a chance which is a good fit for runners and triathletes who can't stretch the expenses of the Garmin Forerunner 945.Garmin has tried to pack its sports tracking features into a smaller case design than
the 735XT, while adding new sensors such as pulse oximeter and smartwatch features such as built-in music player and payments. Like other fronts, you're going to get a watch that provides an excellent, largely accurate tracking experience for runners, swimmers, cyclists and even indoor activities such
as indoor rowing. There are many metrics to dig into during operations and after they do with the support of additional sensors and apps from Garmin's own Connect IQ store. Adding payments and music means it plays better as a smartwatch too and it worked well paired up the iPhone and Android
phone. While payment support still doesn't apply to a wide range of banks and streaming music still doesn't knock the battery alive. It is welcome to add a smarter, more possessed recovery consultant is welcome, although it pays to use an external chest strap, tracking the actions that flow into these
insights. This way you will get reliable data to influence the tips we find on everything you trust. You now also have those clever workout recommendations that seem to fit our training routine. We found 745 other Garmin watch that goes about their work in a very competent way. It's just a shame that you
don't get more battery life at a price, and it feels like maybe it would be a little cheaper if you compare it with what the competition offers. Cost $499/£449/AUS$849The Garmin Forerunner 745 was released in September 2020, priced at £449.99/$499/AUS$849. That's about £150 more than the
Forerunner 735XT and £70 less than the Forerunner 945.Ir also extra bands, which are priced at £29.99 (about $40/AU$50), which is cheaper than the official belts for the Forerunner 945 and around the same price as the official Forerunner 245 straps. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) Design and
displaySmaller case size than the 735XTSafe pool and open water swimmingSuggling StrapWith 745, you get something that follows the same design language as the forerunners that lie above and below it. It's got a perfectly round 43mm polymer case that measures at 13.3mm thick and weighs
47g. Compare these sizes with the 735 XT and you'll get something that is smaller but thicker. It also lives smaller on the wrist compared to 945 and is only slightly larger and thicker than 245. It feels like a small look on the wrist and certainly doesn't feel like a heavy watch to run or swim with either. It is
paired with a 22mm silicone band that is interchangeable and as a package it was slapped with 5ATM of water making it safe in the shower and swimming. This strap was not a cause for concern from a comfort point of view, and will feel very familiar if you have used another new Forerunner. (Image
credit: Michael Sawh) If you care about color options, there are four looks to choose from: black, neo tropical, magma red and whitestone. These are colors that you'll find across other predecessors like 45 and 245.Garmin includes its typical five-physical button array and 1.2-inch, 240 x 240 transflective
display, which means it matches the predecessor's 245 size and resolution. We didn't expect it to get the same color display mode as Garmin Venu, and the screen selection ensures that you have something that's right to see it in bright light or when you hit the pool. After all, Garmin hasn't done anything
radically different here on the design front. It brought 745 under other Forerunner watches, made it a smaller watch to train with and stuck to a reliable formula that works well on everything. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) Features and fitnessDependent GPS performanceTruth effect advice Heart rate works
well, but breast strap is a way to goSports and fitness tracking is unsurprising at the core of 745 and you're getting a lot like what you can track, metrics you can see and think more about the impact of your training schedule. Looking at the sensors, you get GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellite systems to
cover tracking outdoor activities, which we found the signal in a nice and fast busier and open environment. You can upload routes to the respected watch from Garmin's own route maker or the likes of Strava and Koomoot, which gives you some navigation features such as TracBack, which safely drove
us home on some flights. There's Garmin's Raise Heart Rate Monitor around your back and you have an ANT+ and Bluetooth connection to a couple of additional sensors, including Garmin's Varia and Vector devices and Garmin's new HRM Pro heart rate monitor strap. You also receive a SpO2 sensor
that is distributing to most Garmin watches, although using it during sleep or continuously it greatly affects battery performance. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) When it comes to dedicated sports, you get the ability to track passes, including a new special track in driving mode. It will cover cycling (indoors
and outdoors), pool and open water swimming, and of course is in triathlon mode. There are plenty of other sports profiles to tap into whether you're off skiing or having a Zwift session. You're also getting access to Garmin Coach to follow training plans for races here too. Jogging, it's all pretty familiar stuff
that you'll find with other forerunners. On the mix of road driving and trail runs it pretty much matched up to another Garmin run only minor differences in aspects such as distance crawler and metrics such as average rate. Heart rate data was largely consistent compared to MyZone's heart rate chest strap
monitor average and maximum heart rate readings too. Like a lot of optical sensors, though, when you crank up the intensity, the accuracy starts stuttering. The 745 certainly doesn't do that in a really bad way, but we'd say across that heartbeat monitor chest strap to get the most accurate results in real
time and workout learning insights into what we'll get next. It's this tutorial insight where the 745 really feels like an upgrade for the 735XT. You'll see, for example, Training Status, Load and Load Focus to show what kind of training you're doing and whether you're getting the balance right. Now there is a
glimpse of height and heat acclimatization to tell you how you are adapting to more demanding terrain and conditions. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) Recovery has been the focal point for Forerunner watches for a while now, but for 745, it's stepping things up in terms of its usefulness. It will recommend
how long you should recover between tough workouts based on stress measurements, sleep and other daily workouts. This idea that it takes more factors into account before conscripting recovery time is a welcome improvement. We found these recommendations generally reliable in tune with training.
So, after a pretty tough race, it suggested a couple of days off. It will also alert you when you had the right amount of sleep to help that recovery. What we would say is that in order to get the most reliable results, a lot of factors are a drop in place. Chest strap is required to factor workouts on these
recovery suggestions. Heart rate data that drives stress insights feels reliably overall, although we think that a little hit and miss sleep tracking could misinterpret these recommendations. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) For all that though, it felt more useful than a version of recovery advisor than other
Garmin watches, and we hope it won't last long until it's rolling out other Garmin watches too. Another major software supplement is suggested for workouts. It is designed for runners and cyclists only right now offering workouts that fit well with your training schedule. It sounds a bit like Polar's FitSpark
feature, although it recommends running and cycling-oriented workouts rather than exercises focused on building mobility or endurance that you get with Polar.Suggested workouts are found by scrolling down from the watch face to reveal your items visible. Suggestions will inform you why they think it is
beneficial and how it will be beneficial for your aerobic and anaerobic training. You can choose to do a workout and during it you will be able to see if you are lagging behind the target pace or The timing and nature of the suggested workouts seemed to fit in with our logged workouts. It told us to relax
when we had a particularly tough session and offered some pretty slow sessions to help build mileage again. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) Smartwatch featuresAs a smartwatch, you get pretty much everything Garmin has to offer on this front. It's compatible with Android and iOS to submit notifications,
Garmin Pay support, music player up to 500 songs, and offline support for services like Spotify.Ir also WiFi to offer other connectivity options for data synchronization. You will surely access Connect IQ to get your fill apps, widgets, data areas. That smartwatch experience is generally good enough.
Notification support works better when paired with Android phones and banks that support garmin Pay, but are still not great in different areas. Garmin's storefront hasn't changed everything in much over the years, but now it's now a special app that lives separately from the Garmin Connect IQ one where
you can review your data. It can still be a bit slow to sync over apps, watch faces, data fields and widgets, and you definitely have to do a bit of exploring to find the most useful additions. Garmin has also added its own security and incident detection features that are still needed when taking your phone
nearby. This makes it more useful to watch to use if you spend a lot of time doing your training solo. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) Battery lifeIn terms of battery life, you can expect up to one week in smartwatch mode, up to 6 hours in GPS mode with music and up to 16 hours in GPS mode. There is also
an UltraTrac mode that provides 21 hours. These are very similar to battery numbers like the likes of the Forerunner 645.Battery performance is probably what we're most critical about the 745. You can get a week out of it, and the drain from sports tracking doesn't seem to be anything out of the norm. It's
time between these records where the battery seems to drain pretty quickly. We had notifications turned on, and the pulse ox readings turned off, which has a significant impact on battery life, and it just didn't feel all that great. You don't get the power management modes you get on Fenix, which probably
makes more sense than a watch built outdoors. That being said, the raw numbers just don't feel all that impressive something that's designed for triathletes that might be training, competing over the days, and then want to use it in normal smartwatch mode. When cheaper watches offer more battery life,
don't seem too much to ask for something a bit more impressive. (Image credit: Michael Sawh) Buy it, ifYou want a smarter tutorial insight Although it's possible the features will come to other Garmins, it's the only watch that will make you more useful Garmin's Garmin's Advisor.You want to upgrade from
735XT If you liked the 735XT but have been waiting for a worthy successor, the 745 offers a lot of upgrades to make the upgrade worthwhile. You want reliable sports tracking This is what Garmin stands out for and that doesn't change with the 745. Whether it works or swimming, you can expect a lot of
data you can rely on. Don't buy it ifyou want a large battery life 745 battery performance is definitely the most disappointing aspect, and you can get more stamina in less elsewhere. You can spend more Onerunner 945 is more expensive, but if you can stretch out to shelling out a bit more, you'll get
significantly more feature packed watch and significantly superior battery life. You want maps although the 745 does offer basic breadcrumb trail navigation, it doesn't offer the option to view the full maps as you can on predecessor 945 and Fenix series watches. We've rounded up all the best running
watches available today
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